
The Tides

OCEA 101



• Why should you care?



Overview

• Tide patterns and nomenclature
• Equilibrium tidal theory
• The Moon and Sun tides
• Spring and neap tides
• Dynamic tidal analysis



Some History

Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630)

Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642)

Sir Isaac Newton
(1642-1727)

Pierre-Simon Laplace
(1749-1827)



Tide Patterns
• Tidal movements vary from place to place
- Diurnal tides: 1 high tide and 1 low tide per day

MTL = Mean tide level



Tide Patterns

- Semidiurnal tides: 2 high tides and 2 low tides per 
day (each high and low is the same height)



Tide Patterns
- Mixed tides: 2 high tides and 2 low tides per day 

(each high and low are different heights); a mixture of a 
diurnal and semidiurnal tide.



Some real tides



Equilibrium Tidal Theory

• Equilibrium tidal theory is based on Earth 
covered by a uniform depth layer of water 
to simply calculations.

• Dynamic tidal analysis is the study of tides 
as they occur naturally in presence of land 
and bathymetry– more complicated!

• Both require consideration of the Earth-
Moon-Sun system…



The Earth-Moon System

B=gravitational force on Moon due to Earth
C=gravitational force on Earth due to Moon

All objects attract each due to the force of gravity



The Earth-Moon System

All objects move along curved paths are subject to the centrifugal force

B’=centrifugal force acting on Moon
C’=centrifugal force acting on Earth



The Earth-Moon System

The gravitational and centrifugal forces are equal and opposite causing
the Moon and Earth to orbit about their centre of mass:

B=B’
C=C’

Centre of mass
located ~4700km
from Earth centre



The Earth-Moon-Sun System

The Earth-Moon system orbits around the Sun so there are gravitational
(A)and centrifugal forces (A’) associated with this also.
These forces are equal and opposite (A=A’) and the Earth-Moon system
and Sun orbit about their common centre of mass (well within the Sun)



Newton’s Universal Law of 
Gravitation
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G =  universal gravitational constant  (6.67 10 cm g s )
m mass of body 1 in grams
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Gravitational force F is given by:



Tidal Producing Forces
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The centrifugal force is the same everywhere and equal to F at the
Earth centre.
The gravitational force on the Earth surface varies because of varying
distance of surface from Moon.



Tidal Producing Forces
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The tide producing force per unit mass at point X=
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Tidal Producing Forces
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Tidal Bulges



The Earth rotates once ~24 hours

Consider water level measured at 
the point A during a 24 hour 
period as it passes through the 
tidal bulges:

The Moon Tide

The resulting tidal bulge is called a “Tide Wave”
(NOT to be confused with a tidal wave)



But, the Moon also orbits the Earth once ~28 days, so in 24 hours
the Moon moves ~12 degrees

So the point A on the surface must rotate an additional 12 degrees
(~50 mins) to reach the tidal bulge (i.e. high and low tide occurs about

50 mins later each day).



The Sun Tide

The Sun produces a tide
also but, but the tide raising
force of the Sun ~46%
that of the Moon



Spring and Neap Tides
(nothing to do with the seasons!)

Spring tides occur when the tide
raising forces of the Moon and
Sun reinforce each other (occurs
at new and full moon)

Neap tides occur when the tide
raising forces of the Moon and
Sun are orthogonal to each other
(occurs first and last quarter)







Declinational Tides

•The declination of the Moon and Sun vary throughout the year.
•Sun: 23.5S to 23.5 N; Moon 28.5S to 28.5 N
•Therefore some points on the Earth surface experience a semidiurnal tide
(point B) while others experience a diurnal tide (point A).

•Diurnal tides are also known as “declinational tides”



The Earth is closer to the Sun during NH winter than during the summer,
so the solar tidal forces are larger during NH winter

Elliptical Orbits



Dynamic Tidal Analysis

• Equilibrium tidal theory is a helpful 
introduction to tides, but does not 
explained the observed tides on Earth!

• The tide wave is:
- strongly influenced by continents
- behaves as a shallow water wave controlled by ocean 

depth
- can form standing waves in ocean basins
- can be reflected, refracted and diffracted
- is influenced by the Coriolis force



The Tide Wave

• Free tide wave speed = 200 m/s
• Eastward rotation speed of Earth at 

equator = 463 m/s
• Eastward rotation exceed free tide wave 

speed westward and friction displaces tide 
crests east of expected position under the 
Moon.



The crest of the tide wave is displaced eastward until the B component of the
gravitational forces balances friction (F) between the Earth and the tide wave.
Component A of the gravitational force is the tide raising force, but the presence
now of component B causes the tide wave to move as a forced wave.

The gravitational force is ALWAYS
Directed towards the Moon. It can
Be decomposed into two components:
A perpendicular to the Earth (the tide
Raising force), and B tangential to
Earth which balances frictional drag (F).



Progressive Wave Tides
In large ocean basins, the tide wave moves across as a shallow water 

wave called a “progressive tide.”

Cotidal lines mark the location of the tide crest at set times

Principal semidiurnal lunar tide



•In some basins, standing wave tides
occur due to tide wave reflections from
continental boundaries.

•In conjunction with the Coriolis effect,
water is displaced right (left) in the NH (SH)
producing a “rotary standing tide wave.”

•The node of the standing wave is reduced
to a single point called an “amphidromic
point.”

Rotary Standing Wave
Tides



The Principal Semidiurnal Lunar Tide (M2)

Note the Amphidrome points

Colours show lines of equal tidal range and are called “cotidal lines.
Note how the cotidal amplitude increases away from the amphidromes


